Let YI""'Y n be n independent and identically distributed (iGied.) nonnegative random variables (r.v.) from a distribution G, defined on R+ == [0,(0) . G = G p is called a lensth-biased distribution corresponding to a + .
distribution F (alsa defined on R ), 1f (1.1) where Gp(Y) = }J-l f~xdP(x) , for every y E: R+ , (1.2) }J 00 = faxdF(x) is assumed to be finite.
The distribution function (d. f.) G p arises naturally in many fields; see for example, Gox(1969), Rao (1977,1978) and Coleman (1979) where many life applications are considered. We assume that the underlying d.f. F admits a unique p-quantile~=~(F),i.e., p p
F(x) = phas a unique solution~p' where a < p < 1. This estimator is formally defined in Section 2, where the basic regularity conditions are also introduced. Section 3 is devoted to the study of the large sample properties of this estimator based on (i) the weak convergence of some related empirical processes, (li) Bahadur (1966) representation of sample quantiles and (iii) some strong invariance principles for the empirical distributions. Some general remarks are appended in the concluding section.
!~~vs~etl ..~!..~~. Note that by (1.1) and (1. 2),
In (2. 
e-
We may remark that in the classical case, the sample p-quantile is defined by the kth largest order statistics, where k is a positive integer such that kin is closest to p. However, in (2.5) , the estimator comes out as an order statistic with a random index K whose properties are not all that known.In n fact, K in (2.4) is defined in terins of partial sums of reciprocals of order n statistics which are neither independent nor identically distributed •. Hence,
an var1ance n y , where the classical renewal theory results may not
Note that by (2. 3),~n = n ri=lY i has expectation
here we assume that E y-2 = E X-I = v 2 < 00
Then, by the classical central G F (2.7)
has a continuous derivative al(x) = -x for all (2.9) X E (0,00), so that by (2.7) and (2.8),
These results will be useful in our subsequent analysis. We also assume that the d.f. F has a continuous probability density function (p.d.f.) f in some neighbourhood of t,; p
G, is given by g(x)
and f(~') is strictly positive. Note that g, the p.d. f. of P = xf(x), so that noting that~E (0, 00), we have
We may need some other regularity conditions which will be introduced as the occasions arise. Hn(x) =~y-ldGn(y) and H(x) = f~y-ldG(y) , for x £ (0,00 ).
Then, note that both Hand Hare nondecreasing, and, by (2.1)-(2.4), n and Hn(Y n : K )~pHn(OO) < Hn(Y n : K +1) , n n = 00 • Further, for every x £ (0,00 ), we
where, conventionally, we let Y n : n + l
Then~we have the following Theorem 1. If v < 00 (3.5) and (2.10) holds, then, as n~00
Proof. Note that for every x > 0,
then, it can be shown As such, by (2.9), _1:
Also, if we let x =~p ±.Cn 2 , for some finite CC> 0), that (3.3) holds with the further simplification that Y~may be replaced by Y~• P (3.3) and (3.6), we conclude that for every n >0, there exist a c « 00) and an integer n , such that for every (fixed) C and n > n , n 0 -0
Hence, if we choose C so large H n and employ the same for the proof of (3.5). Note that by (3.6), for every x,y E: I n , (3.11) where, by (3.12)
'" Ã 
H (x)-~H(x) -~H (y) +~H(y) n n n n A A = ]J { H (x)-H(x) -H (y) + H(y)} + (J1n

e·
.while, using the identity that for x >-y, n p p p (3.5) follows from (3.18), (2.7) , (2.9) and the fact that for x £ J , n -1 . 
Ã
where the precise order of the remainder term has not been studied. If, in n,p addition to (2.10), we assume that in some neighbourhood of~, the p.d.f. f has p a bounded first derivative f', then, noting that g'(x) = (d/dx){xf(x)} = f(x) + xf'(x), we conclude that g' is also bounded in the same neighbourhood. As such, * kw e may let J = {x : I x -.~I <Cn-. 2 (logn) } and parallel to (3.10), we may n p -* claim that Y n : K £ I n almost surely (a.s.), as n + 00 , while in (3.14), we n may not only use the order as n-3 / 4 log n a.s., but also, by Taylor's expansion, we obtain that as n--7 oo , (4.1)
As such, we obtain that under this additional regularity condition, in (3.5),
we have an almost sure representation with a remainder term O(n-3 / 4 log n).
Secondly, instead of the behaviour of a single quantile, if we like to study 
so that by (4.3) and (4.5), for every x £ (0, n), as n~0,
converges to 0, in probability, where we choose € so small that (2+0)(~-£ ) > 1. As such, the representation in (4.4) is valid for every x > 0, and, using (3.6) and (4.4), we have Csaki (1977) , (4.7) may be strengthened to an a.s. representation,and hence, strong invariance principles (as well as the law of iterated logarithm) for the reduced quantile process also follow under the additional regularity conditions (4.2) and that sup{ Iff (x) I :x E R+} < 00
